2013 International Dinner
North Carolina State University — Department of Statistics
Friday, February 22, 2013 — 6:00 pm

Sam Morris, Master of Ceremonies

—Yimin Kao, vocals & Meng-Chia Lee¹, guitar—

Story Teller
Music and Lyrics by Various Artists

—Dr. John Monahan, voice—

The Banks are Made of Marble
American folksong by Les Rice

Libera me from Requiem, Op. 48
Music by Gabriel Fauré

—Merve Tekbudak, clarinet & Engin Kapkın², bendir/darbouka—

I Love You
Traditional Sufi music by Ömer Faruk Tekbilek

Azize
Egyptian Oriental Song by Mohammad Abdel Waheb

—The BOM Squad—
Alfredo Farjat, drums
Josh Katz, bass
Matt Phelan, guitar/vocals
Jenn Unangst, keyboard/vocals

Wanna Be Conjugated
Lyrics by Matt Phelan
Originally performed by The Ramones

You Can’t Force a Split Plot
Music and Lyrics by Matt Phelan

I Will Derive
Lyrics by Josh Katz, Matt Phelan, and Jenn Unangst
Originally performed by Cake

—10 Minute Intermission—

—Jami Jackson, voice—

Keep Walkin’ On
Music and Lyrics by Jami Jackson and Sandra C. Jackson

Let Love Live
Music and Lyrics by Jami Jackson and Johnny Kira

—Fan Wu, dance—

A Thousand Miles Away
Chinese classical dance

—Beth Ann Tidemann-Miller, voice—

Someone Like You from Jekyll & Hyde
Music by Frank Wildhorn
Lyrics by Leslie Bricusse

—Saswata Sahoo—
Selections of Indian music

—The Fifth Moment—
Kristin Linn, keyboard/vocals
Dr. Jason Osborne, guitar
Siddharth Roy, guitar
Bradley Turnbull, vocals
Joe Usset, guitar
Kyle White, bass

Shrink It
Lyrics by Bradley Turnbull, Joe Usset, Sidd Roy, and Kyle White
Originally performed by Metro Station

CRLB
Lyrics by Kyle White and Bradley Turnbull
Originally performed by Caesars

Advise Me Maybe
Lyrics by Kristin Linn
Originally performed by Carly Rae Jepsen

Think I’m a Bayesian
Lyrics by Kristin Linn
Originally performed by Justin Bieber

¹ PhD student, Electrical and Computer Engineering
² PhD student, Industrial Design